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Easily accessible, quick to deploy from every vehicle  
both on and off duty...
The Patrol Vehicle Trauma Kit from North American Rescue® was designed to provide personnel with an easily 
accessible, quick to deploy medical kit from your Patrol Vehicle. It’s modular storage system comes organized with 
an array of medical products ranging from basic first aid to more intermediate trauma care.

One side of the bag’s exterior includes trauma shears at the ready as well as several pairs of nitrile gloves, 
while the opposite side features a MOLLE-style system to accommodate extra equipment as needed, 
such as additional tourniquets, ammo, or personal protective equipment. This arrangement is ideal for 
customizing the carriage of gear that requires immediate access.

Once the zippered bag is opened, one compartment contains items to cover all your agency needs 
for basic first aid and community assistance while the opposite side offers a first time combination 
of both Basic First Aid and Basic Trauma medical items. This configuration gives every officer not 
just a basic first aid kit, but everything needed to save a life in more extreme injuries. With Law 
Enforcement usually being first on scene in bad situations, the Patrol Vehicle Trauma Kit is a “must 
have” for every patrol vehicle both on and off duty!

Features:
• Provide personnel with an easily accessible, quick to deploy medical kit 

• Modular storage system comes organized with an array of medical products  
ranging from basic first aid to more intermediate trauma care

• One side covers all your agency needs to administer basic first aid  
and general community assistance

• Second side offers a first time combination of Basic First Aid  
and Basic Trauma medical items

• Exterior includes MOLLE-style system to accommodate extra equipment as needed

Dimensions:
• H 7 in. x W 12 in. x D 5 in.  |   Weight: 6 lb

PATROL VEHICLE TRAUMA KIT

Patrol Vehicle Trauma Kit

OPTION ITEM# NSN#

Basic 80-0542 ----

w/ Combat Gz 80-0859 ----

Bag Only 80-0531T ----
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BASIC WITH COMBAT GAUZE


